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In this report, we describe a procedure for analyzing chemical weapons incidents and apply that method to the test case of chemical weapons use in the Syrian Civil War.

Our procedure is a four-step process:

- **Step 1.** Identify operationally relevant factors and examine known events to find incident indicators. To support this step in our test exercise, we consulted with subject-matter experts and reviewed YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook posts from 19 chemical weapons incidents in Syria. We developed keyword lists for Step 3 and analyst checklists for Step 4 (described below).
- **Step 2.** Develop a feed of social media data. To support this step in our test exercise, we generated a statistically representative sample of 206,423 Twitter users who tweet in Arabic and downloaded all the tweets they wrote in the 2017–2018 period.
- **Step 3.** Conduct automated daily scans for elevated keyword use in Twitter data. To support this step, we divided the keywords from Step 1 into five groups—angry reactions, lamentations, chemical agent names, attack descriptors, and exposure symptoms—and searched for elevated keyword usage for any of the groups on any of the 730 days in our data set.
- **Step 4.** Analyze posts to verify detection and extract information. To support this step, we built a playbook with six techniques for extracting information from social media posts—multiple post consistency check, exact phrase search, image search, geographic consistency check, source tracing, and links and mentions tracing.
In our Syrian Civil War test case, the procedure showed promise:

- Our elevated keyword use detection algorithm achieved recall rates of 40 percent at predicting when actual events occurred—not good enough for operational use but promising for a procedure in its developmental infancy.
- In a double-blind trial, our tester analyst found that tweets with subject-matter keywords, written on a day with elevated keyword usage, had relevant information 84 percent of the time.
- Using the posts, the analyst was consistently able to identify information related to the who, what, and where questions about the chemical weapons incident.

We recommend that the Defense Threat Reduction Agency initiate three activities to further the development of this procedure.

- Develop resource-pooling agreements with other federal agencies. The procedure may be more likely to achieve cost-effectiveness as a shared multipurpose resource.
- Build an extensive chemical weapons keyword list and rigorously test it against best available intelligence. The elevated keyword detection algorithm may be more likely to achieve high recall rates if developed further in this way.
- Conduct an exercise with federal computers and staff, scanning for easily verified types of events. This exercise may strengthen the evidence base on the procedure’s effectiveness. It will also be a chance to write procedural documents and muster other resources needed to make this capability operational.

Decisionmakers should consider three things in planning for operational implementation.

1. Is the local social media environment suitable? This procedure is most appropriate in places with many active social media users and little state-supported censorship or disinformation. Decisionmakers should also consider the social media platform’s terms of use and the cultural competency of available analysts.
2. Are enough staffing resources available? We estimate that it may require 70 to 230 full-time analysts to conduct timely analysis of posts in one language on days when elevated keyword use is detected. However, if these analysts were a shared resource—only incurring staffing costs on days when elevated keyword use is detected—the actual annual staffing costs might only be the equivalent of one to 29 full-time analysts.

3. Are support resources in place? Repeated exposure to chemical weapons incidents on social media can lead to secondary traumatic stress. This report includes appendixes of detailed strategies for mitigating analyst traumatic stress risk.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>application programming interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBRN</td>
<td>chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM-5</td>
<td><em>Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th Ed.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTRA</td>
<td>Defense Threat Reduction Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN</td>
<td>false negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>false positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDS</td>
<td>National Defense Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDRI</td>
<td>RAND National Defense Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPCW</td>
<td>Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME</td>
<td>subject-matter expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE</td>
<td>staff time equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOS</td>
<td>terms of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>true negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>true positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Background

Policymakers across the federal government are recognizing the potential of social media as a source of information and have commissioned studies to explore how it can improve disaster situational awareness, influence public opinion, augment traditional data sources, and counter disinformation.¹ Social media can be collected as soon as it is generated, can tap into a massive pool of potential observers, and is remotely accessible. However, because social media reflects the idiosyncratic interests and circumstances of each platform’s user base, it lacks the rigor or systematic focus of professional reporting.² Given this


² Sue E. Kase, Elizabeth K. Bowman, Tanvir Al Amin, and Tarek Abdelzaher, Exploiting Social Media for Army Operations: Syrian Civil War Use Case, Proceedings of SPIE (the

1
limitation, research is needed to determine the circumstances under which social media can be an effective information source for different applications and what procedures are effective for distilling that information. To explore one such potential application, the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) asked the RAND National Defense Research Institute (NDRI) to develop a method for effectively analyzing chemical threat incidents and to apply that method to the test case of chemical weapons use in the Syrian Civil War.

By the time civil war broke out in 2011, Syria’s chemical weapons program was reported to be one of the largest and most advanced in the region, and much international attention focused on monitoring and securing the country’s chemical weapons. Articulating related concerns, President Barack Obama famously drew a red line around the use or proliferation of chemical weapons in July 2012. Despite President Obama’s red line, reports of chemical weapons use began to emerge in December 2012 in an attack identified as the regime’s first—against the city of Homs. Another reported attack occurred on March 19, 2013. When a sarin gas attack struck Ghouta in August 2013, killing an estimated 1,400 people, firsthand reporting posted to social media platforms was some of the earliest eyes on the ground. At approximately 2:30 a.m., the first reports began to appear on social media, and, in the hours that followed, thousands of similar reports emerged from at least 12 different locations. By dawn, media outlets around the world had picked up the story, which was supported by

---

3 Barack Obama, “Remarks by the President to the White House Press Corps,” webpage, August 20, 2012.
6 At the time of the major sarin attack in August 2013 in Ghouta, a suburb of Damascus, a United Nations team was already on the ground investigating the March attack.
shocking images of the situation on the ground.7 Despite the Syrian government’s agreement in the aftermath of Ghouta to destroy its stockpiles, chemical weapons use did not end there. The use of chemical agents has also not been the sole purview of the Assad regime. The United Nations team investigating reported attacks since April 2014 attributed at least one to the Islamic State.8 In total, some sources report more than 300 chemical weapons attacks.9

In addition to Syria being one of the world’s most active hotspots for chemical weapons use throughout the 2010s, we use also the Syrian Civil War as a test case; the conflict is particularly salient because of the complex human terrain. In the Syrian Civil War, the United States has encountered threats from nonstate proxies and from states that enabled or failed to prevent chemical weapons proliferation.10 DTRA director Vayl S. Oxford has emphasized that competing successfully against this range of activities requires defeating threat networks that facilitate “malign activities of state adversaries and their agents and proxies.”11 Features of social media data suggest that social media could be a valuable tool to counter threat networks. For example, social media’s user base could provide a large, low-latency stream of information about ground conditions and human terrain. Such analysis could illuminate threat networks, thus providing insight into relationships and key nodes that enable operations.

---

11 Oxford, 2019, p. 79.
Objective of This Report and Research Approach

To determine the utility of social media analysis for this problem set, DTRA asked RAND NDRI to create a method for effectively analyzing chemical threat incidents and apply that method as a proof of concept to the use of chemical weapons in the Syrian Civil War. Four key research questions drove this analysis:

1. When a chemical event happens, what information about it tends to appear in social media, and what forms does that information typically take?
2. How can a computational approach enable rapid detection of chemical weapons incidents buried among millions of social media posts?
3. How can a blended computer-human approach improve on a fully automated approach?
4. What do leaders need to know to implement a social media analysis capability?

The methodology developed in our research contributes to the field of emerging event analysis—multidisciplinary efforts to use digital data like social media to detect, verify, and extract information about events more rapidly than traditional sources. See Appendix E for an overview of the applications and techniques of social media emerging event analysis.

We find that practitioners are exploring social media emerging event analysis in at least five topic areas. First, marketing practitioners strive to channel social media activity in ways that promote brands and link online activity to desired offline outcomes. Second, public health practitioners strive to educate the public and detect emerging health issues so that remedial action may be taken. Third, disaster recovery practitioners strive to establish situational awareness under circumstances where the flow of traditional information has been disrupted. Fourth, public order and political influence practitioners strive to gain situational awareness on emerging public safety incidents and social media activities that may lead to public safety incidents.
They may also seek to encourage pro-government viewpoints, shape public opinion, and suppress dissent, both domestically and abroad. Finally, *misinformation researchers* strive to understand the spread of misinformation and its consequences for perceptions or behavior.

Across the different topic areas, researchers typically apply one or more of the following data analysis techniques. First, *place name–surge techniques* search for abrupt increases in the use of proper names for a specific geographic location. Second, *activity-surge techniques* search for abrupt increases in the use of words that describe a specific kind of event. Third, *deductive machine-learning techniques* provide an algorithm with human-categorized examples of an event and then have the algorithm search for new events that it sees as similar to the examples of a specific category of events. Fourth, *inductive machine-learning techniques* infer categories by clustering posts according to their similarities and then determining the noteworthiness of emerging events based on how the new events fit within the categorization system. Fifth, *social-verification techniques* use interactions between users to determine the credibility of social media posts. Lastly, *blended computer-human intelligence techniques* apply computational filtering methods to identify a manageable subset of posts that warrant manual examination.

Using input from DTRA subject-matter experts (SMEs), we selected a blend of techniques suitable for detecting a chemical incident and then applied those techniques to the case of chemical weapons employment in Syria in the 2017–2018 period. Our method follows a blended computer-human intelligence strategy, with manual keyword selection, automated keyword surge scanning to filter posts, and manual deep analysis of the filtered posts. Our keyword selection

---

12 The overlap between public order activities and political influence activities can be very specific to national context. For governments that expend significant effort producing domestic propaganda and enforcing ideological orthodoxy, the distinction is blurry. For governments that obey laws prohibiting domestic propaganda and protecting freedom of expression, these activities may be very distinct realms of scholarship and activity.

13 See Appendix E for sources and more detailed literature overview.

14 See Appendix E for sources and more detailed literature overview.
process combines activity keywords with reaction language scanning, similar to some social media verification techniques.

**Organization of This Report**

Chapter Two describes the procedure we developed to extract chemical weapons incident information from social media using posts about the Syrian Civil War as our test case. Chapter Three describes implementation considerations for the procedure. Chapter Four concludes with a summary of findings and some brief remarks on how the work can support the National Defense Strategy (NDS) by enhancing situational awareness (part of the first line of effort in the NDS) and multiplying the capabilities of a social media analyst on this task by at least a factor of eight (part of third line of effort in the NDS).

In addition to the main body of this report, we have also included five appendixes in this publication, each of which provides more technical detail on various aspects of the approach.
In this chapter, we describe the procedure we developed to extract chemical weapons incident information from social media using posts about the Syrian Civil War as our test case. In general, the task is like finding a needle in a haystack, where the haystack is the voluminous quantity of social media content and the needle is content likely to be associated with a chemical incident. To find the needle, we need an approach for reducing the haystack to a haypile small enough for a reasonably sized team of analysts to sort through in a reasonable amount of time. Then, we need an approach that the team can use to successfully distinguish needle from hay. The procedure draws on both computer and human strengths (see Figure 2.1).

This chapter provides basic instructions for each step of the procedure and demonstrates their application to chemical weapons use in Syria as a case study. This demonstration of the concept provides insight into the performance of the method for detecting chemical

Figure 2.1
Method Overview: Finding a Needle in a Haystack
attacks and offers other potentially operationally relevant insights into their characteristics. For this demonstration, we rely on Twitter as our central data source for Steps 2 and 3. However, the methodology can be adapted to fit many social media platforms. Before discussing the four steps, we discuss precision and recall, which underlie this approach.

**Precision and Recall: Understanding the Merits of Detection Methods**

Throughout this chapter, we will refer to *precision* and *recall*, which are foundational measures of the quality of a detection procedure (a “detector”). A detector decides whether something is true or not true. The automated component of our procedure is a detector, which decides whether a chemical event has occurred (true) or has not (false). For a detector, there are four possible outcomes, because the detector can choose either true or false and because the correct answer can be either true or false. Table 2.1 shows each of those four outcomes and what they are typically called. For example, if the detector decides that the answer is false, and the right answer is actually true, that is called a false negative (FN).

*Precision* asks: “If the detector thinks that the answer is true, what are the chances that the correct answer is true?” Precision scores range from 0 to 100 percent, and equation 2.1 reports how they are calculated. Precision scores of at least 70 percent are generally considered good.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{(TP + FP)} \quad (2.1)
\]

*Recall* asks: “If the correct answer is true, what are the changes that the detector thinks that the answer is true?” Recall scores range

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2.1 Four Possible Outcomes for a Detector Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct Answer: TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector decision: TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decider decision: FALSE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
between 0 and 100 percent, and equation 2.2 reports how they are calculated. Recall scores of at least 70 percent are generally considered successful.

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \quad (2.2)
\]

If our detector has high precision and low recall, it will not detect most chemical weapons events. However, it will be very credible when it does detect chemical weapons events. If our detector has low precision and high recall, it will detect most chemical weapons events. However, analysts will also receive many false alarms between each actual event.

It is difficult to make a method that has both high precision and high recall because there are trade-offs between the two: Many of the strategies that will increase performance on one measure will also decrease performance on the other.¹ Our strategy in developing this blended algorithmic-human procedure was to build an automated component with high recall that would filter the haystack down to a more manageable haypile and then trust our analysts to sort through that pile to find the true positives.

A consequence of this strategy is that there is also a trade-off between recall in the automated component and staff labor hours in the manual component. When we sacrifice precision to achieve better recall, we increase the staff labor costs necessary to sort through false positives to find true positives. However, the procedure will still lower labor costs significantly, relative to the cost of manually sorting through all the data without any automation.

Step 1: Identify Operationally Relevant Factors and Examine Known Events to Determine Indicators of Incidents

The first step in our methodology requires us to identify features of the needle. Features are measurable aspects of social media posts that provide useful information. To identify features, we researched what information would be useful to decisionmakers and then determined how that information might appear in social media posts.

Identify Useful Information

We consulted with SMEs and reviewed documents from the U.S. Department of Defense, other U.S. government agencies, and public health sources to understand characteristics of a chemical incident that are useful for establishing battlefield situational awareness and elucidating threat networks. Table 2.2 lists the characteristics we identified as operationally relevant, which were determined after an extensive literature review and vetting with SMEs to confirm operational relevance.

Information about many but not all of these characteristics could plausibly be present in social media data. For example, it is important to determine both the geographical location of an incident and the manufacturing process used to produce chemical weapons. Manufacturers of such weapons, however, are unlikely to allow their work to be documented on social media, whereas it may be relatively straightforward to identify the location of an incident.

Characterize an Event as Reflected in Social Media

To understand how operationally relevant information might appear in social media, we reviewed 35 YouTube posts, 16 Twitter posts, and five Facebook posts that were associated with 19 previously documented events between 2012 and 2018. We also reviewed the comments and replies associated with each post—about 50 pieces of content per original post. Media and international observers, such as the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW),
Table 2.2  
Operationally Relevant Characteristics of a Chemical Incident

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investigative Question</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who</td>
<td>• Attacker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Other affected parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When</td>
<td>• Time of day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where</td>
<td>• Geographic location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Meteorological conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Terrain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Proximity to critical infrastructure/hazard sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What</td>
<td>• Signs that a violent incident took place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) versus kinetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How</td>
<td>• Specialized equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


provided valuable insight about the evidentiary base for known events in Syria.²

² If no previous incident has occurred, analogous incidents might provide insight. For example, chemical weapons attacks may share similar features to chemical riot control measures or industrial accidents. For maximum utility, the search should be limited to incidents happening in similar cultural contexts, because language and social media behavioral norms are context-dependent.
In our analysis of known events, we considered two types of indicators of an event: (1) textual indicators and (2) imagery indicators. Although the textual indicators feed into the computational effort (Steps 1–3) that involve reducing the haystack to a haypile, the imagery indicators help the human analyst do his or her work to distinguish needle from hay (Step 4).

**Identify Textual Indicators**

In the known events we analyzed, we identified words and phrases (henceforth, keywords) included in tweets and text in associated retweets and comments that tended to appear in posts with relevant information, especially if the words were somewhat uncommon in a typical social media text. We identified two types of keywords: subject-matter words, such as chemical descriptors and symptoms, or reaction language, such as expressions of shock and grief. Both sets of keywords are effective search terms, but they work for different reasons. To use an analogy, imagine trying to find an outdoor concert venue. Searching for subject-matter words is like listening for the sound of music to guide you there. Searching for reaction language is like listening for the roar of the crowd. Table 2.3 shows a selection of textual indicators we identified by analyzing known chemical events in Syria.

We identified a total of 41 subject-matter word candidates and 31 reaction-language candidates. Of them, nine subject-matter keywords and five reaction-language keywords demonstrated particularly strong potential—that is, they were neither too rare and technical for the average social media user (e.g., medical terminology) nor too common and generic to filter the haystack (e.g., common religious innovations).

In our test data set of 56.6 million tweets (discussed in Step 2), 0.2 percent of tweets contained these subject-matter words, 0.6 percent contained reaction-language words, and 0.001 percent contained both. We next grouped these keywords into four keyword search groups: chemical names and symptoms, attack descriptors, angry expressions,

---

3 Subject-matter language included names of chemical agents, symptoms of exposure, descriptors for a mass chemical incident (e.g., “toxic,” “massacre”); reaction language included expressions of anger, reactions to tragic events, blame and/or accusatory language, and religious invocations.
Social Media Analysis of Chemical Weapons Incidents in Syria

Table 2.3
Selection of Textual Indicators Identified

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword Type</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Rough Translation</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject matter</td>
<td>نيراسلا</td>
<td>Sarin</td>
<td>Name of a chemical agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>هارVia نم دبزلا جورخ</td>
<td>Foaming at the mouth</td>
<td>Symptom of exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لرزجم</td>
<td>Massacre</td>
<td>Descriptor of a mass attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction</td>
<td>كنم مقتني هللا</td>
<td>May god take revenge on you</td>
<td>Expression of anger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>نوججار هيلا اناو هلل انا</td>
<td>We belong to god, and to</td>
<td>Expression of mourning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>نرجا جمليا انلا طيل انا</td>
<td>god we shall return</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and lamentations. The chemical names and symptoms and the attack descriptors groups consist of subject-matter keywords, and the angry expressions and the lamentations groups consist of reaction-language keywords. Figure 2.2 depicts the process of making keyword search groups.

In essence, this process replicates a form of rudimentary machine-learning modeling—selecting indicators, ruling out indicators that have low predictive power, and then compositing indicators to create stronger indicators. We offer no guidance on whether creating keyword groups manually or through machine learning is preferable. We use a manual process because we anticipate that—Syria not withstanding—chemical weapons attacks will generally be rare events. Human intelligence is better able to generalize from a small amount of data but doing so may introduce bias. Algorithms are better able to characterize statistical patterns, but they may have difficulty distinguishing event-specific keywords from general event type keywords in circumstances where few examples are available.

Identify Imagery Indicators
In addition to text, we also reviewed imagery and videos appearing in social media content associated with known chemical incidents in the test case. This review allowed us to understand how chemical incidents were reflected visually in social media and informed the development
of a checklist to guide the analyst’s review of social media content (Step 4).

Table 2.4 shows an excerpt from one of several checklists we developed—for different agents (chlorine, sulfur, mustard, and sarin), different points in time (scene of attack, hospital, and ex-post interviews), and different physical environments. Although some items were easily observed, others required more sophisticated inference. For example, identifying rust (images or video) or mentions of rust (text) at the attack site would be useful because chlorine—as opposed to sulfur, mustard, or sarin—will corrode metal.

We developed our checklists for this test case to help guide the analyst’s structured review of social media content (Step 4), but more research is needed to refine the utility of the checklists. Table A.2 in Appendix A provides a notional example for how a more refined checklist might look.

**Step 2: Develop a Feed of Social Media Data**

In this step, we acquired a sample of the haystack large enough to contain needles. A key decision point in this step is which social
Table 2.4
Excerpt from Chemical Weapons Employment in Syria Checklists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chlorine Exposure Indicator</th>
<th>What You Might See in Imager or Video</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distinctive odor</td>
<td>People mention the smell of chlorine; may describe it as smelling like “Klor” or “Flash,” which are local brands for chlorine cleaning supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decontamination procedures</td>
<td>Patients are hosed down prior to treatment; may appear damp but not from sweat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms of choking gas agents</td>
<td>Coughing, accessory muscle use in breathing, bloody sputum, wheezing/stridor, sneezing, pallor, blue tinged skin, gurgling noises, breathing sounds that suggest fluid in the lungs, productive cough</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Checklist continues . . .

Media platform to use for automated data scanning. Social media characteristics in the region of interest, practical capabilities, and purpose should all inform this choice. Appendix B provides a detailed framework for assessing these considerations. As just noted, for this test case, we focused on Twitter.⁴ Twitter’s format is short, mobile-device oriented, and can require little bandwidth. This may facilitate posting from the scene of developing events, even in parts of the world where data infrastructure is limited. Twitter’s permissive public access to data and text-centered medium make high-data volume and computerized analysis practical. In addition, its niche in the social media ecosystem tends to be oriented toward conversations about geopolitics and current events in a way that its larger competitors are not.⁵ To develop our data set (the whole haystack), we built a list of active Twitter users, randomly sampled many users from it, and gathered every tweet those users had written after a given date. We discuss this process in the next section.

---

⁴ For all parts of this process, it is important to note that Twitter has policies intended to restrict access to data and to discourage certain use cases. Thus, before using Twitter for monitoring, it is important to consult the terms of service to determine if a particular use case would be considered an acceptable use of the platform.

⁵ The tagline on the sign-up page reads “See what’s happening in the world right now,” reflecting the company’s current-events orientation.
Building the User List

The volume of social media posts generated worldwide is too large to be cost-effectively analyzed in real time. Sampling is a standard technique for remedying such situations. The first step to sampling is building a data set of users. The reason the sampling needs to be of users instead of posts is that a small minority of abnormally verbose users (often bots) generate the vast majority of tweets, and they are not representative of most users.\(^6\) To build our list, we used the Twitter public stream over a period of months to accumulate a large list of active users who wrote tweets in Arabic.\(^7\) Conducting simulation studies on the data gathered, we determined that it would likely require a minimum of 50 million tweets to build a representative list of users. We gathered significantly more than that for method-development purposes.

Randomly Sampling Users

Aiming to sample at least 200,000 users, we sampled slightly more than our goal and then removed from the sample any user who had made their tweets private or who had had their account suspended. After deletions, our sample consisted of 206,423 users. We provide no specific guidance on the optimal sample size because sample size is

---


\(^7\) We do not recommend constraining this sample to the location of interest because geographic information on most social media platforms is unreliable and location constraints are not key to method performance. First, most users on Twitter do not provide accurate location information or geotag tweets. The remaining users tend to be unusual in ways that make them unrepresentative of the Twitter population at large. There are ways to infer geography for a larger segment of the population, but these violate the Twitter terms of service. Second, social media about chemical weapons incidents evokes strong reactions and gets widely shared as a result. Our method detects the wave of reaction sharing, thus alerting analysts to manually trace it back to its in-country source.
a trade-off between analyst staffing costs and recall—both of which increase as the sample size increases.

**Gathering Data**

We gathered every tweet that the sampled users wrote during the 2017–2018 period using Twitter’s application programming interface (API) to test the procedure’s effectiveness in sorting through the haystack on 730 separate days. We gathered a total of 803 million words from 56.6 million tweets. To use this method for continuous sampling, we recommend gathering the last one to two years of tweets to calculate the baseline frequency at which different keywords are used. Then, the API can be queried daily to collect each day’s worth of tweets from sampled users to scan the data for signs of chemical weapons incidents.

**Tamper Resistance**

Organized, state-sponsored disinformation is a concern for any method that relies on social media data. The user-based sampling approach described here makes the method somewhat tamper-resistant, because disinformation agents would need to achieve a high degree of dominance over the information space to exert influence widespread enough to be seen in this kind of sample. We discuss the method’s tamper-resilience features in Table A.4 in Appendix A.

**Step 3: Conduct Automated Daily Scans for Elevated Keyword Use**

In Step 1, we developed a list of keywords that users typically write when posting about incidents or reacting to those posts (see Table 2.3). We then combined those keywords into keyword search groups, where each group contains words that indicate the presence of social media posts that provide relevant information on chemical weapons incidents.

In Step 3, we counted how many users authored any tweets on each of the 730 days and then calculated the percentage of users who authored tweets using each of our four keyword groups on each day. We considered keyword group usage to be elevated if the percentile
using any keyword in the group on that day was greater than the 98th percentile of keyword group usage across all 730 days. Mathematically, the 98th percentile of 730 is equivalent to treating the top 15 daily counts for each group as elevated and therefore noteworthy. Although we selected the 98th percentile as the noteworthiness threshold for our test run, we note that the optimal percentile will need to be calibrated to balance analyst staffing costs and recall. Both costs and recall increase as the percentile threshold decreases. It is also unknown whether a percentile-based threshold is superior to the scan-statistic approaches commonly used in epidemiological surveillance; both options merit consideration.

**Performance of Computational Method at Detecting Known Events**

To understand if elevated keyword use is an effective predictor, we used reporting from multiple news media, research, and nongovernmental organization sources to develop a composite list of 20 significant incidents in 2017 or 2018 that appeared in multiple sources (see Table A.1 in Appendix A).\(^8\) We then attempted to predict on which days these incidents took place using our keyword groups. More formally, we treated all words in a keyword group as a single token, and if token usage was elevated on a day in our sample, we considered that keyword group to have predicted a chemical weapons incident on that day.

Table 2.5 reports the precision and recall scores these predictions achieved. We found that elevated usage of words in subject-matter keyword search groups made higher-precision, lower-recall predictions of chemical weapons incidents. That is to say, if subject-matter keyword usage was elevated on a given day, there was a 33 to 38 percent chance that one of our 20 documented incidents also occurred on that day (first two precision scores in Table 2.5). However, subject-matter keyword usage would only have brought 5 to 15 percent of the documented incidents to the attention of analysts (first two recall scores in Table 2.5).

---

\(^8\) This list was made separately from the list used to identify keywords and indicators in Step 1.
In contrast, we found that elevated usage of words in reaction-language keyword search groups made lower-precision, higher-recall predictions of chemical weapons incidents. That is to say, if reaction-language keyword usage was elevated on a particular day, there was only a 6 percent chance that one of our 20 documented incidents also occurred on that day (fourth and fifth precision scores in Table 2.5). However, reaction-language keyword usage would have brought 20 percent of the documented incidents to the attention of analysts (fourth and fifth recall scores).

For our procedure, recall is more important than precision because our human analysts can sift through false alarms (the result of low precision) but will have difficulty finding events that the algorithmic scan does not detect (the result of low recall). We blended subject-matter and reaction-language keywords together to boost recall—treating elevated keyword use for any of the four groups as evidence that an event has occurred. This produced our highest recall score—40 percent (bottom recall score in Table 2.5). In practical terms, this

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group of Keywords</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject-Matter Keyword Search Groups</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names of agents or common symptoms</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptors of chemical weapons incidents</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names or symptoms OR descriptors</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reaction-Language Keyword Search Groups</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry reactions</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamentations</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry OR lamentations</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All Keyword Search Groups</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent and symptoms OR descriptors OR angry expressions OR lamentations</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
means that our detector would have been able to bring 40 percent of documented chemical weapons incidents to the attention of analysts (recall), but that analysts would experience about nine days of false alarms for each day when the procedure brought an actual chemical event to analysts’ attention.

Typically, precision and recall scores of 70 percent or greater are considered signs that a detector is performing well. Despite this, the 40 percent scores in this proof of concept are promising for two reasons. First, achieving 40 percent recall with a small pilot like ours indicates that the methodology has potential and that performance could increase to higher levels with more development—more developed methodologies working on analogous problems have achieved well over 80 percent.9 Second, our blended computational-human procedure provides a mechanism for coping with low precision scores: Analysts can sort through false alarms to find the true positives. A precision score of 10 percent means that analysts would have had to sort through social media on 80 days during the 2017–2018 period to find eight incidents. Compared with sorting through 730 days by hand, this is a significantly lighter workload.

**Step 4: Analyze Posts to Verify Detection and Extract Information**

Although the computational method (Steps 1–3) showed significant promise in terms of winnowing the haystack to a haypile, a human analyst is still needed to refine the detection of events by sorting needle from hay (Step 4). The output of the computational approach described in Step 3 would be an alert if total subject-matter or reaction-language keyword usage across all users was elevated on a given day, plus a list of

---

users in the sample that used subject-matter keywords on the day for which the alert was issued.

In Step 4, the human analyst examined social media content in a structured manner. First, the analyst reviewed content from users who post using subject-matter keywords on days for which an alert was issued to determine if the alert was a false positive. Next, if the alert appeared to be a true positive, the analyst used a checklist to extract relevant information from posts that the user wrote that day. Finally, once all relevant information was extracted from the initial posts, the analyst vetted that information for accuracy and followed leads to extract additional information from more social media.

To understand whether this procedure was pointing analysts toward the right material, we conducted an additional test analysis of 49 posts that contained subject-matter and reaction-language keywords on days with or without elevated keyword use. Table 2.6 reports our findings. The row indicates whether keyword usage was elevated for subject-matter keywords, reaction-language keywords, or neither on that day. The column indicates whether the post itself contained a subject-matter or reaction-language keyword. The percentages in each cell indicate the fraction of posts that contained useful information about a chemical weapons incident. We found that there was relevant information in 84 percent of posts that contained a subject-matter keyword and were written on days with elevated reaction-language and subject-matter keyword use (second column, bottom two rows of Table 2.6). In contrast, only 10 percent of the other posts in our test had relevant information. This difference is statistically significant at the 0.05 level and suggests that our procedure successfully guides analysts to needles in our haypile.

We used the checklist of indicators that we developed in Step 1 to extract additional information about the incident from posts. We found that more than half of posts with any relevant information

---

10 We had originally planned for a larger sample size, but we became concerned about the effects that exposure to this content was having on our analyst and stopped the exercise at 49 posts. See Appendix D for guidance on protecting analysts from secondary posttraumatic stress.
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Table 2.6
Analyst’s Chances of Finding Chemical Attack Information, Given Elevated Keyword Use Across All Users and/or Keyword Use in Posts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elevated Keyword Use That Day Among the Entire Sample of More than 200,000 Users</th>
<th>Keyword in Sampled User’s Posts</th>
<th>Reaction Language ($N = 23$)</th>
<th>Subject-Matter Term ($N = 26$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neither ($N = 17$)</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction language ($N = 13$)</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject-matter term ($N = 19$)</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated subject-matter or reaction-language keyword use that day AND subject-matter keyword in post ($N = 19$)</td>
<td></td>
<td>84%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All others ($N = 30$)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

contained information on the location of the event and the general kind of chemical agent involved. Some posts also contained information on the timing of the event and how the agent was deployed, but this type of information was much less common—present in roughly one in ten posts. Information on infrastructure, hazard sites, and other built structures was mostly absent. In reviewing each post manually, the most relevant information came from retweeted content that typically contained images, videos, and links. After analyzing linked content from just a handful of starting posts, we were generally able to gain a rough idea of the who, what, and where questions about the chemical weapons incident. Typical images or video focused on the victims, showing corpses and/or those receiving medical treatment. The condition of the victims provided evidence for determining if a chemical attack had occurred and with what agent. In terms of chemical versus kinetic attacks, chemical attack victims often did not have the same level of physical trauma as victims of kinetic attacks—fewer burns, less bleeding from obvious cuts, and the like. In terms of chemical agent, victims displayed distinct symptoms—for example, skin condition or color, respiratory secretions—that provided clues to the type of agent.
used. Although the checklists provided a structured analysis tool, they were developed for the narrow purposes of this proof of concept; future research would be required to refine, expand, and vet the checklists.

In addition to developing checklists to provide a structured approach for analysis of original content, we also compiled techniques for vetting social media and following leads outward from original content to gain additional information about user networks and information flows (Figure 2.3). We considered the post in the context of other user or online content and explored the original source for associated content, following links from the original post for additional clues. We also explored approaches to extract information from the imagery in the post itself by using distinguishing features of the terrain or physical environment to provide insight into the location. Table A.3 in Appendix A describes these concepts in more detail.

Conclusion on Performance of the Method on Test Case in Syria

In this chapter, we described the developed procedure and provided a demonstration of the concept using the Syrian Civil War. Although

Figure 2.3
Approaches to Vetting and Following Leads from Social Media Content
this small pilot study did not achieve operational levels of effectiveness, further refinement of the approach could yield the required performance.

In Step 1, we developed an indicator checklist based on recent chlorine and sarin use in Syria. This concept could be developed into a field manual for finding indicators for various chemical, biological, and radiological attacks in many cultural and geographic contexts.

In Steps 2 and 3, we developed an automated event-detection procedure centered on Twitter data that was able to alert analysts to 40 percent of documented events (i.e., recall). There are at least three opportunities to improve recall through further development. First, with more tweaks to the algorithm, recall could very likely be boosted to a much higher level. Second, the ground truth is uncertain in Syria, with different sources claiming that anywhere between 30 and 300 chemical weapons incidents took place. If the method was tested in a setting with clearer ground truth, recall could be more effectively evaluated. Third, if this procedure could be extended for use on imagery-centered platforms (e.g., YouTube) and on platforms that are key to specific geographic niches (e.g., Sina Weibo), it would increase the global reach of its capabilities.

In Step 4, we deployed a single analyst to the task of extracting relevant content from posts. An organized team of dedicated analysts would likely be able to achieve much higher levels of effectiveness and contribute to the development of a field manual for extracting and vetting social media information.
To fully gauge this method’s potential to become a tool of national security, we examined the practical and operational implications of our procedure. We determined that quality of the social media environment, staffing costs, and analyst secondary trauma risks are three factors that decisionmakers should consider if they decide to pursue this capability. These considerations are discussed briefly here, with additional material provided in Appendixes B–D.

Evaluate the Quality of the Social Media Environment

Information gathering from social media is only an effective option in regions of the world with a social media environment that is conducive to analysis. For example, the population of potential social media users must have reliable access to electricity, the internet, and devices, and these services need to be available at price points low enough that non-elite members of society can afford them. The population also needs to be literate in one of the languages commonly supported on the internet and tech-savvy enough to post and interact with social media content.1

---

1 Katharine Schwab, “The Internet Isn’t Available in Most Languages,” *The Atlantic*, November 2015. For example, Facebook supports roughly 110 languages, YouTube supports about 80, and Wikipedia has at least 1,000 articles to offer for approximately 250 languages. For reference, Ethnologue estimates that 88 percent of the world’s population speak one of the most common 200 languages, and 64 percent speak one of the top 20 languages (David M. Eberhard, Gary F. Simons, and Charles D. Fennig, eds., “Ethnologue: Languages of the World,” 23rd ed., website, Dallas, Tex.: SIL International, undated).
In addition, a nontrivial percentage of the population needs to regularly use that area’s most common social media platforms. Governance factors are also significant, because state-sponsored censorship and/or disinformation can potentially degrade the information value of social media. Platform policies are also critical to consider, because social media platforms vary in permissiveness toward bulk data collection and specific uses of those data.

Besides these contextual features of the information environment, the utility of social media analysis is also a function of analysts’ capabilities. They must understand regional languages and be culturally fluent enough to understand the idioms, abbreviations, and references in the internet dialect (chatspeak) version of them. Analysts also must have the capability to collect data from the unique platforms popular in a particular region, which may differ from what is commonly available in the West. In addition, fact-checking locations requires geographic databases with a rich store of imagery for the purported location.

Syria includes some factors associated with a positive social media environment and some associated with a more challenging environment. In 2019, 33 percent of the population used the internet, and 31 percent used a mobile device to access it. Reported use of social media was actually higher than internet usage, with an estimated 37 percent describing themselves as active. Platform-specific social media usage data are difficult to obtain, but Twitter.com was the 15th most-visited website in Syria in 2019, suggesting that its use is relatively widespread.²

However, Syria routinely ranks among the worst countries in the world for suppression of information and other human rights. The Syrian government engages in extensive surveillance of online content, and it persecutes activists, censors content, and cuts off internet access in response to unfavorable activity.³ In this degraded environment,

---
³ State-sponsored pro-regime hacking groups, such as the Syrian Electronic Army, have launched cyberattacks on activists, news media outlets, and messaging apps. See Abdelberi Chaabane, Terence Chen, Mathieu Cunche, Emiliano De Cristofaro, Arik Friedman, and Mohamed Ali Kaafar, “Censorship in the Wild: Analyzing Internet Filtering in Syria,” IMC ’14: Proceedings of the 2014 Conference on Internet Measurement Conference, New
social media use is both more challenging and more important for establishing battlefield situational awareness. Appendix B provides a 12-point framework for assessing the local social media environment.

**Estimating Analyst Level of Effort Requirements for This Analysis**

Another critical implementation consideration is the level of effort required for analysts to review the haystack of social media content; thus, we have estimated the potential manpower requirements for this method. To develop this estimate, we timed analysts in reviewing each unit of social media content and made assumptions as necessary to extrapolate to a number of units reviewed in a typical year. We found that analysts needed three to eight minutes to assess one unit of content that contained no relevant information and five to ten minutes to assess one unit of content that did contain relevant information. Posts with relevant content took longer because the analyst playbook calls for cross-checking post information against other sources and, for posts with links, examining the media at the other end of those links.

Extrapolating from these ranges per unit of content, we estimate that it would take the staff time equivalent (STE) of 70 to 230 full-time analysts to manually analyze social media from all sampled users without using our computational procedure to narrow down the haystack. The 70 STE estimate assumes that, over the long term, analysts will need an average of three minutes to analyze a unit of content without relevant information and five minutes to analyze a unit of content with relevant information. The 230 STE estimate assumes

---


4 The unit of analysis was a user-day: all tweets on a given user’s account on a given day. We assumed seven hours a day of work on this analysis and 230 workdays a year.

5 Ranges represent the 10th and 90th percentiles of time expended. STE estimates cover one language only.
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eight minutes for a unit of content without relevant information and ten minutes for a unit with relevant information.

As shown in Table 3.1, using the computational procedure reduces STE requirements by 95 percent, resulting in an estimated workload of 1–29 STE. Most of this workload would consist of analysts waiting on standby because no work would be needed on days with no keyword surge.

However, the staffing requirement can be reduced if analysts’ costs are only incurred on-demand, when surges in keyword use are detected. Doing this would allow staff to be allocated to social media analysis on an as-needed basis. Perhaps these staff conducted a different kind of analysis that requires similar skills and can be rapidly re-tasked if the algorithm detects elevated keyword use. Although peak STE usage would still require 1–29 STE, total annual STE usage would be much lower. Assuming this kind of rapid re-tasking, a sample that is similar to our test case data, and a 230-day work year, our social media protocol could only require the cost equivalent of 3–5 STE. Appendix C provides a more detailed discussion of the workforce estimates.

Protecting Analysts from Secondary Trauma

If an organization decides to implement a social media analysis capability for counter–weapons of mass destruction or other missions, it is also important to mitigate risks to analysts’ mental health and readiness. Social media content can include disturbing text, images,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Analyst workload required to review haystack every day (without computational help)</th>
<th>Analyst workload required to be on standby to review haypile whenever a keyword surge is detected (with computational help)</th>
<th>Analyst workload required to review haypile only on keyword surge days in a given year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STE</td>
<td>70–30</td>
<td>1–29</td>
<td>3–5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and videos depicting violence, suffering, and physical destruction; this was certainly the case for our analysis of chemical weapons use. Given this, a decisionmaker needs to be aware of the risk of vicarious traumatization or secondary traumatic stress to the analysts tasked with conducting this work. These two concepts refer to the impact of indirect trauma exposure on professionals, such as researchers and analysts, mental health practitioners, educators, journalists, and human rights activists. Thus, implementing a social media–analysis capability should take into account both the potential deleterious health and safety effects on analysts and the secondary trauma, which can limit the long-term readiness, including the efficiency or effectiveness, of analysts. To support readiness objectives, Appendix C provides an additional discussion of secondary trauma drawn from past RAND Corporation work, including risk factors, symptoms, self-care best practices, and references.

Conclusion About Implementation Considerations

Although social media analysis appears promising as a way to provide battlefield situational awareness of the use of chemical weapons, decisionmakers considering implementation should proceed carefully. The suitability of such analytic techniques is a function of regionally specific features and available resources. Furthermore, analysis of potentially disturbing content can take an emotional toll on personnel, so steps should be taken to mitigate risks.
CHAPTER FOUR
Conclusions and Policy Implications

This research project developed an approach for analyzing social media data to derive insights about chemical weapons incidents and applied the approach to Syria as a proof of concept. We found that social media can provide low-latency, warfighter-relevant insights. The approach developed, which blends automated and human analytics, is more effective than either on its own. Our findings are summarized below as answers to the four research questions posed in Chapter One:

- **When a chemical event happens, what information about it tends to appear in social media, and what forms does that information typically take?** We find that Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube post text may include chemical attack descriptor keywords, place names, and broad characterizations of the agent used. It may also include reactive language, such as expressions of anger, lamentation, or religious invocation. Images, videos, and links may provide more incident detail, as well as ways to verify authenticity.

- **How can a computational approach enable us to rapidly detect chemical weapons incidents buried among millions of social media posts?** Scanning a Twitter sample for chemical incident–descriptor keyword and reactive-language surges can provide analysts with a low-latency alert that an event may have happened. This can direct them toward posts they can use to adjudicate whether it has happened. We scanned Twitter during our research for this report, but choosing which platform to scan is a complex decision with many considerations.
• **How can a blended computer-human approach improve on a fully automated approach?** Human intelligence may be better able to cope with the irregularity of social media data and better poised to use sophisticated inference and verification techniques to investigate incidents. If computation can filter data volume down to something manageable, the human intelligence component can generate deeper insights from it.

• **What do leaders need to know to implement a social media—analysis capability?** The information value of social media methods varies from place to place, depending on characteristics of the population, relevant state actors, social media platforms, and analyst capabilities. Implementing this method also requires supporting proportional staffing levels and taking steps to protect staff from posttraumatic stress.

DTRA commissioned this work as part of its ongoing mission to deter and counter weapons of mass destruction and support the NDS.¹ Our findings contribute to that mission in three ways. First, NDS line of effort one strives to build a more lethal force by supporting situational awareness. This method exploits a low-latency data source to provide rapid visibility on chemical weapons incidents and may be effective in denied environments in which alternative sources have been rendered ineffective. Second, NDS line of effort three strives to reform the department for greater performance and affordability. This method uses a blended computer-human approach that enables social media analysts to derive timely insight from the massive data streams of social media and empowers one analyst to do the work of eight. Third, the NDS identifies big-data analytics as a rapidly evolving technology that can “ensure we will be able to fight and win . . . wars” and asserts that “the Joint Force must gain and maintain information superiority.”²


This method offers a tool for quickly generating information from large, unstructured data. Although this demonstration of concept study has focused on chemical weapons incidents, the method has many potential applications that would support the NDS.

**Recommendations for Moving Forward: Research and Development Phase II**

This demonstration of concept suggests that a blended computer-human procedure can sift through unstructured social media data to detect emerging chemical weapons events and extract relevant information. However, this demonstration only indicates that the approach is possible, without adjudicating about whether it is practical. Thus, a second phase of research and development is necessary to lay the ground for this program.

We recommend that DTRA initiates three activities to improve cost-effectiveness, improve event-detection effectiveness, and build practical experience. These activities would have two goals. First, the activities would thoroughly evaluate whether the method is effective enough to be stood up as a new capability, culminating in a recommendation to proceed or not. Second, the activities would build and mobilize the resources needed to stand up a program that implements this capability. This may enable the new program, if green-lit, to become operational quickly and smoothly. The subsequent paragraphs describe each activity. Table 4.1 summarizes the recommended activities, which are discussed in more detail in the next sections.

**Recommendation #1: Develop Resource-Pooling Agreements with Other Federal Agencies**

As with any new capability, cost-effectiveness is an important consideration. Our experiences suggest that the two most significant costs may be maintaining culturally competent staff to institute the manual analysis component and maintaining a data-science team to institute the computational component. We anticipate culturally
competent staff to be the larger cost challenge for two reasons. First, cultural competency is a highly specialized skill. Depending on mission requirements, the program might need dozens, if not hundreds, of different cultural specialties to cover all cultural groups of interest. Second, the method requires an analyst surge on a small number of days, rather than requiring a consistent amount of analyst labor each day. We anticipate the information technology and/or data science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommended Activity</th>
<th>Evaluation Questions</th>
<th>Resource for Program Stand-Up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1: Consider developing resource-pooling agreements with other federal agencies.</td>
<td>• Can pooling agreements lower the cost of instituting this capability?</td>
<td>• Ability to surge cultural specialists across multiple federal agencies when a relevant emerging event is detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Can pooling agreements ensure an adequate supply of cultural expertise?</td>
<td>• Cost-sharing agreement among multiple federal agencies to support the information technology or data science team implementing the method's computational part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2: Consider building an extensive chemical weapons keyword list and rigorously test it against best available intelligence.</td>
<td>• How effective can a chemical weapons incident detection scan become?</td>
<td>• Extensive, validated keyword list for chemical weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Stronger evidence of effectiveness for the chemical weapons test case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3: Consider conducting an exercise with federal computers and staff, scanning for easily verified types of events.</td>
<td>• What implementation challenges would this capability face and are there effective solutions?</td>
<td>• Staff experienced in conducting all phases of the process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• How effective might a multiagency capability be across a range of verifiable event types?</td>
<td>• Standard operating procedure and training documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• How likely is it that a pilot program would be cost-effective?</td>
<td>• Evidence of effectiveness across multiple test cases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1
Recommended Phase II Research and Development Activities

- #1: Consider developing resource-pooling agreements with other federal agencies.
- #2: Consider building an extensive chemical weapons keyword list and rigorously test it against best available intelligence.
- #3: Consider conducting an exercise with federal computers and staff, scanning for easily verified types of events.
team being a cost challenge as well, because there is strong market demand for the required technical skills.

For both cases, resource pooling may be a viable cost-control approach. Chemical weapons incidents are only one potential application of this method. Multiple federal agencies could benefit from applying this method to meet their needs.\(^3\) A joint program could use a common set of resources to meet these needs, thus defraying costs. In terms of cultural competency, many federal agencies conduct open-source analysis and thus require culturally fluent analysts. A pooling agreement would allow these analysts to be temporarily re-tasked to sort through social media on days when the computerized scan detects a surge in relevant keywords. In terms of information technology and/or data science, only one team is needed to institute the computational component of this method across cultures and use cases. Multiple federal agencies could split the costs of this team.

**Recommendation #2: Build an Extensive Chemical Weapons Keyword List and Rigorously Test It Against Best Available Intelligence**

The demonstration of concept discussed in this report scanned for potential events using an algorithmic procedure to find indicative keyword surges. Despite being a rudimentary exploratory effort, the procedure was able to find 40 percent of events during the test period. However, larger efforts have achieved higher detection rates on rated detection problems. These efforts suggest that there are two ways the procedure can be developed further, thus potentially improving the detection rate into ranges suitable for operational use. First, the keyword list could be expanded significantly, especially in terms of better capturing the nuances of reaction language in cultural content. A larger, more nuanced list would likely be more effective at detecting surges. Second, the list of test events could be based on the best available intelligence, instead of open-source reporting. Available open-source reporting was vague and sometimes offered conflicting information.

\(^3\) More specifically, the U.S. Department of Defense, intelligence community, and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.
A list with reliable dates and casualty figures would make detection calibration more effective and accuracy testing more precise. With these two improvements, a second round of testing and calibration may achieve much higher levels of detection effectiveness.

**Recommendation #3: Conduct an Exercise with Federal Computers and Staff, Scanning for Easily Verified Types of Events**

Before this method can be implemented as a new capability, it must be translated into procedural documents, and program staff trainers need to master the method. In addition, the multiagency funding case for this capability would be stronger if it was tested against multiple types of events under multiple conditions, especially since the cost of testing for multiple event types in the same region is not much higher than the cost of testing for a single event type. These activities bridge the gap between a promising basic research finding and a shovel-ready pilot program.

Conduct an exercise to build that bridge. In this exercise, federal staff and computers would be used to detect and analyze easily verified events, such as recent natural disasters. Researchers would design the exercise, improve procedural documentation, and conduct after-action analysis. The resulting data would provide credible estimates of whether a pilot program would be effective, cost-effective, and feasible.

Combined, the recommended activities provide all the information necessary for a decisionmaker to determine if a pilot program is warranted, including effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, and feasibility. In terms of cost-effectiveness, recommendation #3 would enable researchers to estimate operational costs without having to incur the full burden of those costs in the process. Recommendation #1 would significantly improve the efficiency with which staff resources are used and would diffuse costs. In terms of effectiveness, recommendation #2 would

---

4 Most components of the methodology are the same regardless of use case. Each new event type would require a new subject-matter keyword list and analyst checklist. However, the event-detection computer program, analyst playbook, reaction-language keyword list, and requisite cultural expertise are the same for any region of interest. This makes the cost of testing against multiple use cases not much higher than the cost of testing against a single use case in that region.
improve and supply evidence of effectiveness for the computational scan component. Recommendation #3 would demonstrate method effectiveness across a wide array of test cases. In terms of feasibility, recommendations #2 and #3 generate all the procedural documents and resources needed to launch a pilot program, as well as anticipate any challenges that a pilot might face. They also supply credible evidence that the pilot program will succeed. Recommendation #1 ensures the scarcest resource—cultural expertise.
APPENDIX A

Additional Technical Tables

This appendix contains some additional technical tables that are noted in the main text.

Documented Chemical Weapons Incidents in Syria, 2017–2018

Table A.1 lists 20 chemical weapons incidents that we considered ground truth in evaluating the performance of our computational method. Reports vary widely, with some sources listing only a dozen incidents and others reporting hundreds. In addition, incidents varied in casualty count and public visibility, both of which affect how easily our procedure can detect them. To make our list in Table A.1, we compiled reporting of multiple sources and then cross-checked for incidents that appeared in many of them.

Notional Checklist

Table A.2 depicts a notional example of how a more developed analyst checklist might look. The checklist is organized around the five classic investigative questions (first column), breaking down each into categories of information (Feature) that are operationally relevant for our purposes. The next column (Observable Indicators) lists examples of specific observations that could be a sign of one of the features. The final column (Analyst’s Observation) provides space for the analyst to write down relevant observations.
### Table A.1
**Documented Events**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Chemical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017 Jan 07</td>
<td>Bassimeh</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Jan 29</td>
<td>Sultan Al-Marj</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Mar 23</td>
<td>Latamenah</td>
<td>Sarin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Mar 24</td>
<td>Latamenah</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Mar 28</td>
<td>Qaboun, Damascus</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Mar 29</td>
<td>Latamenah</td>
<td>Mixed reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Apr 03</td>
<td>Khan Shaykhun</td>
<td>Mixed reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Apr 06</td>
<td>Qaboun, Damascus</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Jun 30</td>
<td>Ein Tarma</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Jul 01</td>
<td>Zamalka, Damascus</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Jul 05</td>
<td>Jobar, Damascus</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018 Jan 12</td>
<td>Douma</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018 Jan 21</td>
<td>Douma</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018 Jan 31</td>
<td>Douma</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018 Feb 04</td>
<td>Idlib</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018 Feb 15</td>
<td>Afrin</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018 Feb 25</td>
<td>East Ghouta</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018 Mar 06</td>
<td>East Ghouta</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018 Apr 06</td>
<td>Douma</td>
<td>Mixed reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018 Nov 24</td>
<td>Aleppo</td>
<td>Chlorine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCES:**
Analyst Tactics for Following Leads and Vetting Information

Table A.3 describes tactics that analysts can use to follow leads outward from keyword-bearing posts and vet the information found.

Tamper Resistance

The term *disinformation* is defined as organized campaigns convincing a population that something is not true. Disinformation campaigns may be state-sponsored. *Misinformation* is the term for the spread of incorrect information, often as a result of confirmation bias and social homophily. Social media is vulnerable to disinformation and misinformation. In countering these risks, our procedure incorporates four tamper-resistant features, described in Table A.4.
### Table A.2
**Notional Checklist**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investigative Question</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Observable Indicators</th>
<th>Analyst’s Observation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Who</strong></td>
<td>Attacker</td>
<td>Uniforms</td>
<td>Carrying a Russian brand of cigarettes. Office building nearby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other affect parties</td>
<td>Distinctive equipment or brands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nearby populations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>When</strong></td>
<td>Time of day</td>
<td>Darkness; position sun or moon</td>
<td>Snow on the ground. Sun is close to horizon—sunrise or sunset.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Seasonal indicators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Date stamps and/or metadata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Date-apparent advertisements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where</strong></td>
<td>Geographic location</td>
<td>Recognizable landmarks</td>
<td>People are wearing heavy coats and the wind is moving their hair. Store sign in background (has six locations in the area).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meteorological conditions</td>
<td>Signage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Terrain</td>
<td>Visible weather (e.g., wind, rain)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proximity to critical infrastructure or hazard sites</td>
<td>Clothing (implies weather)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Visible terrain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What</strong></td>
<td>Signs that a violent incident took place</td>
<td>Injuries consistent with projectiles</td>
<td>Bodies on the ground with shrapnel wounds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear versus kinetic</td>
<td>Explosions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Symptoms consistent with specific agent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How</strong></td>
<td>Specialized equipment</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
<td>Sound of helicopter in background. Parts for making IED [improvised explosive device] on table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>Weapons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Creation of improvised items</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A.3
**Analyst Tactics for Following Leads and Vetting Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactic</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compare posts with each other.</td>
<td>Check post information for consistency with other posts. If posts from many users agree on certain information, that information is more likely to be accurate. When checking for consistency, make sure that the information is not consistent as the result of all users getting the information from a single common source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search for identical phrasing.</td>
<td>Use a search engine (e.g., Google.com, DuckDuckGo.com, Bing.com) to find other places on the internet where nearly the exact same phrasing is used and evaluate how that affects the credibility of the information. If a group of users all post near-identical phrasing, representing it as their own, the information is likely part of an influence campaign—not credible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search for similar ideas and evaluate website credibility.</td>
<td>Use a search engine (e.g., Google.com, DuckDuckGo.com, Bing.com) to find other places on the internet that reference the same ideas and make note of the credibility of those websites. If the top search results are conspiracy websites or known propaganda outlets, the post may not be credible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search for image sources.</td>
<td>Use an image search engine (e.g., Tineye.com, google.com/imghp) to find other places on the internet where the same images may be posted. A common disinformation technique involves misrepresenting old images as footage of current events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare geography with geographic image databases.</td>
<td>Use geographic imagery services (e.g., google.com/maps Street View, openstreetcam.org, bing.com/maps StreetSide) to confirm that the terrain in images or video recordings looks like its purported location. In parts of the world where street imagery is unavailable, photo-sharing sites (e.g., flickr.com, the Instagram app) may be an alternative. When trying to identify locations, visible signage is often the quickest way to narrow down where to look: If the business's name is known, its location can be found (via google.com/maps, yelp.com, the website for the business).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace reposted content back to source.</td>
<td>Find the source for reposted content. Many posts repeat content from other users. This is called “reposting” or “retweeting.” For these posts, find the original post and evaluate its credibility. If the source account has been suspended or does not read like a real person manages the account, the information may not be credible. Signs that an account is fake include most posts being incoherent, make no reference to typical life activities or events, consist of rehashed content (e.g., song lyrics), or are grammatically inconsistent with the purported native language of the speaker.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using Social Media to Extract Information About Chemical Weapons Incidents

Table A.3—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactic</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trace a user’s influences.</td>
<td>Follow links and user mentions outward from the posts. This can reveal more social media that may be relevant, especially social media written on other platforms. In addition, this may shed light on what or who influences the user. When following links and mentions, strive to only visit established social media sites—less reputable websites may infect a computer with viruses. Subject all posts found through this process to the same vetting tactics described above.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.4
Tamper-Resistant Features of Our Procedure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Tamper-Resistant Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User-based keyword elevation monitoring</td>
<td>We sample users and monitor for elevated keyword use across those users. This is more tamper-resistant than monitoring directly for trending keywords because concerted bot or troll activity can trick trending algorithms more easily than they can influence millions of individual users to tweet in a specific way on a specific date. Because the trolls or bots do not know which users we are monitoring, they would need to mount a truly pervasive campaign to influence the sample.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbosity-adjusted user sampling</td>
<td>Most tweets come from a minority of highly verbose accounts, which are qualitatively different than the typical user. Such accounts may be team-managed and/or use bot automation in an attempt to dominate a social media space through volume. In sampling users, we calculate each user’s selection chance as the inverse of their lifetime daily rate of tweet production. This makes the resulting user sample representative of the user population and limits the chances that high-volume accounts become part of the sample.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentioned-adjusted keyword elevation counting</td>
<td>We scan each user’s past tweets for mentions and consider users to be linked if they mention any of the same users. For the purpose of determining if keyword usage is elevated, we discount keyword use from linked users because we expect their keyword use to not be statistically independent of each other. This prevents our keyword-elevation detection procedure from being unduly influenced by rumors spreading between users in our sample.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source triangulation</td>
<td>Our analyst playbook includes a variety of tactics for confirming information by cross-checking it against other sources, including geographic databases. This screens out many of the most common forms of fabricated information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Chapter Three, we discussed various considerations to take into account if policymakers are thinking about implementing the social media–based methods discussed in the report. In this appendix, we expand on the discussion in Chapter Three in terms of the quality of the social media environment in a specific geographical area.

Four Factors That Need to Be Considered

When determining whether social media–based methods will be effective in a specific geographic area, at least four major factors should be considered: population, governance, platform policy, and analysis capability.

- **Population**: A sizable fraction of the population uses broadcast-oriented social media regularly, and there are no technological or socioeconomic barriers to effective use of it.
- **Governance**: State-sanctioned actors are not able to deter posting and post-sharing of relevant material or obscure it through disinformation.
- **Platform policy**: Usage policy for suitable social media platforms does not prohibit an organization from employing this methodology, nor does it limit data transfer in ways that render it ineffective.
• **Analysis capability**: Analysts are culturally fluent, technologically supported, and have access to sufficient regional database material to facilitate cross-checking.

Tables B.1–B.4 in this appendix describe the population, governance, platform policy, and analysis capability considerations in detail.

### Detailed Breakdown on the Four Factors

#### Population Factors

Social media–based methods are most likely to be effective when a sizable fraction of the population uses broadcast-oriented social media

#### Table B.1

**Population Factors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population Factors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A sizable fraction of the local population has some access to electricity.</td>
<td>Periodic access to electricity is crucial to powering devices for accessing social media platforms and capturing images and video. Widespread access to fuel and portable generators may fill this requirement in some locations. If access is limited to just the wealthy, proceed with caution—elite perspectives and narratives may differ markedly from the experiences of the population at large.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A sizable fraction of the local population uses the internet regularly.</td>
<td>Periodic access to the internet is crucial for accessing social media platforms. Internet access takes different forms in different countries—landline, mobile device access, and/or internet cafes; thus, it is better to measure the portion that regularly use the internet and not the method of access. Regular use is also important because it takes practice to learn how to do sophisticated things, such as disseminate eyewitness footage through social media platforms. If access is limited to just the wealthy, proceed with caution—elite perspectives and narratives may differ markedly from the experiences of the population at large.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
regularly, and there are no technological or socioeconomic barriers to effective use of it. Table B.1 discusses these factors in detail.

**Governance Factors**
Social media–based methods are most likely to be effective when state-sanctioned actors are not able to deter posting and post-sharing of relevant material nor obscure it through disinformation. Table B.2 discusses these factors in detail.
### Table B.2
Governance Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governance Factors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>State-sponsored censorship of social media in this locale is minimal or ineffective.</strong></td>
<td>State-sponsored censorship of social media occurs in many countries. However, censorship efforts vary in extent and sophistication. Basic approaches include shutting down the internet during times of unrest, regulating access to the internet in ways that diminish anonymity, and persecuting high-profile social media activists that come to the attention of authorities or state-sanctioned groups. More sophisticated approaches might include real-time content filtering, censor review of social media as it is being posted, and extensive domestic influence campaigns. In addition, strong state pressure can lead to self-censorship that extends beyond direct state intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find data here: Freedom House, “Internet Freedom Status,” webpage, undated, <a href="https://freedomhouse.org/explore-the-map?type=fotn&amp;year=2019">https://freedomhouse.org/explore-the-map?type=fotn&amp;year=2019</a></td>
<td>If social media within a state is subject to extensive, well-resourced censorship, consider conducting testing or retrospective analysis to determine if informative social media is likely to be or remain published. When conducting such research, consider these research questions: Are activists typically successful in publishing exposé or current event social media content? Are common users typically successful in sharing expose or current event social media content?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporters Without Borders, “World Press Freedom Index: Ranking 2020,” webpage, 2020, <a href="https://rsf.org/en/ranking">https://rsf.org/en/ranking</a></td>
<td>Worldwide, it is most common for state-sponsored actors to focus on influencing domestic views through social media influence campaigns. However, at least seven have made influence efforts abroad and have well-developed capabilities, and at least a dozen others likely have well-developed capability to do so. If a capable external state actor does have an interest in suppressing or distorting information deemed relevant, assess the state actors’ capabilities on relevant platforms in relevant languages and assess how that might distort results from this method. Although the method has several features that make it resistant to distortion, tamper features will be less effective if the state actor is skilled at producing viral content or has the capability to saturate a social media discourse space with disinformation. If a capable state actor conducts influence operations in the country of interest, consider conducting testing or retrospective analysis to determine if informative social media is likely to be or remain published.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Platform Policy**

Social media–based methods are most likely to be effective when usage policy for suitable social media platforms does not prohibit an organization from employing this methodology, nor does it limit data transfer in ways that render it ineffective. Table B.3 discusses these factors in detail.

**Table B.3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform Policy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platform does not prohibit an organization from accessing post data and does not prohibit using post data to scan for developing public events.</td>
<td>Social media platforms often have detailed rules in their terms of service for what entities are allowed to access the platform and for what purpose. Read each platform’s terms of service carefully before applying this method to it. As formulated, this method provides a tool for gaining awareness on noteworthy public events as they are happening, which is consistent with the terms of service for most broadcast-oriented platforms. However, an organization may need to apply for approval before applying it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform does not prohibit downloading posts in bulk from strangers.</td>
<td>Some platforms do not permit accessing a user’s posts without opt-in permission from that user. Such platforms—including Facebook, among others—are less likely to be suitable for this method because it would require individually recruiting 200,000+ people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform does not prohibit downloading posts fast enough for same-day event monitoring.</td>
<td>This methodology requires a significant volume of data, but social media platform APIs typically limit the rate at which data can be downloaded. Platforms are only suitable for this method if an acceptable amount of data can be downloaded daily.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Analyst Capabilities

Social media–based methods are most likely to be effective when analysts are culturally fluent, technologically supported, and have access to sufficient regional database material to facilitate cross-checking. Table B.4 discusses these factors in detail.

Table B.4
Analyst Capabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyst Capabilities</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysts understand the languages commonly used in this locale and are culturally fluent in the idioms, abbreviations, and references common in the internet dialect common in this region.</strong></td>
<td>A minimum prerequisite for this methodology is that analysts have the cultural fluency to understand the languages typically used to compose social media posts in the geographic area of interest. There may be users writing in English who claim to be writing from the region, but such accounts should not be used unless English is a commonly spoken language in the area. Cultural fluency goes beyond academic knowledge of the language. Social media posts are often written in an online dialect that requires additional cultural context and knowledge of idioms. To give three examples: (1) users writing in non-Latin alphabet languages may develop conventions for using Latin alphabets, such as when the Arabic letter Ayn is represented with a “3”; (2) emoji may develop different connotations, such as the offensive meaning ascribed to the “thumbs up” emoji in some parts of West Africa and Europe; and (3) shorthand notations may develop and evolve over time, such as the “555” homophone to signify laughter in Thai or the “JTM” abbreviation for “I love you” in French.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eberhard, Simons, and Fennig, undated, <a href="https://www.ethnologue.com">https://www.ethnologue.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysts have the technical capability to pull and analyze bulk data from platforms commonly used in this locale.</strong></td>
<td>Analysts must have information technology, technical support, and social media platform access sufficient to download, process, and conduct an automated scan of 8+ gigabytes of social media textual every day in 16 hours or less and provide analysts with multiplatform access during the remaining eight hours. Social media platform popularity varies by geographic area. This method will be most successful when analysts have technical capability to pull data from platforms that are among the most popular in a given area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For patterns of social media usage in specific countries, see We Are Social, “Digital in 2020,” webpage, undated, <a href="https://wearesocial.com/digital-2020">https://wearesocial.com/digital-2020</a></strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyst Capabilities</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geographic databases have enough coverage of this region to enable location fact-checking.</strong></td>
<td>Misinformation and disinformation are serious concerns with social media data. Fact-checking information using geographic databases is a powerful method for lowering these risks, because geography is detail-rich and relatively stable over time. However, location-based databases have limited coverage in some regions. Assuming that satellite-based databases cannot fill in the gap, the method may be less tamper-resistant in areas where databases are lacking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find data here: Flickr, website, undated, <a href="https://www.flickr.com">https://www.flickr.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Chapter Three, we discussed how we estimate analyst level of effort requirements. This appendix discusses how we derived that estimate in more detail.

In conducting manual analysis of social media, we were consistently able to analyze each post and its linked media in about ten minutes or less. Table C.1 reports the distribution of time needed to analyze posts that did and did not contain relevant information.

Based on these figures, we estimated the potential manpower requirements for the social media analysis method. For our figures, we assumed that each employee would be able to devote seven hours per workday to analyzing posts, with the remaining hour devoted to other job tasks and breaks.

For perspective, let us start by imagining that Step 3—conduct automated daily scans for elevated keyword use—was dropped from the method entirely, such that analysis was conducted manually for every post that our 200,000-user sample wrote on any given day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table C.1</th>
<th>Time to Complete Manual Analysis of Posts and Linked Media</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time in Minutes</td>
<td>10th Percentile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post and linked media had no relevant information</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post and/or linked media held relevant information</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
during the 2017–2018 period. We estimate that 70–230 STE would be necessary to analyze every post in our sample. However, this only accounts for one language. If similar samples were drawn for the top 20 languages that represent 64 percent of the world’s population, the STE requirement could rise proportionally to 1,400–4,600 STE. If similar samples were drawn for each of the 200 languages that represent 88 percent of the world’s population, the STE requirement could rise to 14,000–46,000.

Now imagine that analysts were only asked to read posts that contained keywords. In our case study sample, we estimate that, for 95 percent of all days, it would have taken 1–29 STE to read every post that contained a keyword. Assuming that samples in all other languages behaved like our test case, that translated to 20–580 STE to read every keyword-bearing post in the 20 most spoken languages and 200–5,800 STE to read every keyword-bearing post in the 200 most spoken languages.

However, Step 3 in our method also has a procedure for determining which days are more likely to have had a chemical weapons incident. Imagine that staff could be allocated to social media analysis on an as-needed basis. Perhaps these staff conducted a different kind of analysis that requires similar skills and that these staff can be rapidly re-tasked to our social media procedure if the algorithm detects elevated keyword use. Peak STE usage would be the same as above. However, total annual STE usage would be much lower. Assuming this kind of rapid re-tasking, a sample that is like our test case data, and a 230-day work year, our social media protocol could only require the cost equivalent of 3–5 STE for one language. Assuming that samples in all other languages behaved like our test case, that amounts to the cost equivalent of 60–100 STE to apply the method to the 20 most spoken languages and 600–1,000 STE to apply the method to the 200 most spoken languages.

These calculations do not include the other staff needed to support analysts, including administrative and information technology staff.
APPENDIX D

Protecting Analysts from Secondary Trauma

Material presented in this appendix is adapted from guidance developed as a resource for RAND research staff conducting research on topics that present risks of secondary trauma.

Introduction and Purpose

The mental health field has long focused on assessing the impact of traumatic events on individuals who experience them, and, more recently, the focus has expanded somewhat to include those indirectly affected by trauma. In particular, the concepts of “vicarious traumatization” or “secondary traumatic stress” were developed and studied to capture the impact of indirect trauma exposure on such professionals as mental health practitioners, educators, journalists, researchers, and human rights activists.

In the course of their work, policy researchers can encounter potential exposure to secondary trauma. For example, national security–related research requiring data collection on exposure to combat trauma, wartime trauma and atrocities, terrorism, or natural disasters can present risks to research staff. Similarly, studies that involve interviews and discussions with survivors of loss (suicide or mass violence), victims of interpersonal violence or assault, persons who have experienced sexual assault or exploitation, and caregivers and providers for individuals who have been catastrophically wounded can also present risks. Whether it is gathering data on the circumstances of these events or asking individuals exposed to them to share their
stories of grief, loss, and recovery, these forms of elicitation can expose researchers to the trauma. However, to date, there has been no guidance on how researchers and supervisors can address these exposures. This appendix was developed to acknowledge this job-related stress and provide information about the types of problems commonly experienced and recommended strategies for mitigating them. The intent is to equip research staff with tools and resources for identifying symptoms and practicing self-care and to provide guidance to supervisors, including project leaders, on approaches to structuring work to best support the research team.

**Defining Traumatic Content**

Psychologists and psychiatrists typically define a trauma within the context of diagnosing posttraumatic stress disorder. This definition distinguishes trauma from everyday stressors by specifying a trauma to be “actual or threatened death, serious injury, or sexual violence.” The definition acknowledges that exposures can be of various types: direct personal exposures, witnessing (in person) trauma to others, learning that a family member or close friend was exposed to a trauma, or indirect repeated or extreme exposure to aversive details of a traumatic event. This last type of exposure is most relevant to professionals who encounter trauma in their work lives, and these work exposures are in fact specifically called out as applicable in the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th ed.* (DSM-5) descriptions.

**Types of Reactions**

Several different terms used to describe professionals’ reactions to traumatic work content have evolved over time: vicarious trauma, secondary traumatic stress, and compassion fatigue. We will use the term *secondary traumatic stress* because the terms overlap, and there is currently no consensus on terminology. In addition, the more general
concept of professional burnout is pertinent to trauma exposure at work.

**Secondary traumatic stress** is generally thought of as the symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder. These include four clusters of related symptoms:

- intrusive symptoms (nightmares, unwanted upsetting thoughts, flashbacks, feeling upset when reminded of the trauma)
- avoidance (wanting to push away trauma-related thoughts or feelings or avoid external reminders of the trauma)
- negative thoughts and feelings (distorted beliefs about self or others, ongoing strong negative emotions, less interest in activities, feeling detached from others)
- arousal and reactivity (more irritability, risky behavior, hypervigilance, startle reaction, trouble sleeping or concentrating since the trauma occurred).

Research on therapeutic professionals show the following risk factors for secondary traumatic stress, which could likely be applicable to researchers:

- amount, frequency, and proportion of work involving exposure to trauma content
- personal trauma history
- low level of work support
- low level of social support.

**Professional burnout** is another potential consequence of work-related trauma exposure, although it seems to be more related to general work stress (unfair treatment, unmanageable workload, lack of role clarity, unreasonable time pressure, and poor communication) than to trauma content per se. Burnout does not involve the specific symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder, but rather general feelings of hopelessness and being ineffectual at work, gradually leading to a state of emotional exhaustion that can lead to employment turnover.
Assessment Tools

Several different assessment tools exist for research and self-assessment purposes for these overlapping concepts. The most comprehensive is likely the Professional Quality of Life Scale, which includes subscales for secondary traumatic stress and burnout, as well as a positive scale assessing work satisfaction. Although it is geared toward helping professionals, such as social workers, the concepts assessed may be relevant to policy researchers as well. Items tapping secondary traumatic stress include general items (“I jump or am startled by unexpected sounds”) and items specific to trauma work (“I think I might be affected by the traumatic stress of [those I help],” “As a result of my [work], I have intrusive, frightening thoughts”). Examples of burnout items include “I feel trapped by my job [as a helper],” or “I feel worn out because of my work [as a helper].”

What Researchers Can Do to Take Care of Themselves

The most common strategies to mitigate secondary traumatic stress are basic self-care strategies. One resource is the Taking Care of Yourself fact sheet, which describes three categories of strategies: awareness, balance, and connection. It suggests daily self-care ideas, such as practicing brief relaxation strategies, and keeping a journal, practicing good sleep routines, and work-related strategies, such as checking in with colleagues, maintaining boundaries, and saying no.

Some specific suggestions include:

- Practice good self-care.
- Take control over one’s workflow, such as by choosing the timing, location, and modality of the work-related trauma exposures. Different approaches work for different people, but some possibilities include:
  - Consider working on trauma content in the mornings, with time to change your mindset before going home.
  - Consider limiting work in evenings or when at home.
Example: A researcher and mother to young children was working on a project that involved a review of the empirical literature on suicide among young children. She found the project work to be difficult emotionally—she found herself thinking a lot about what it would be like if one of her own children died by suicide. After working a few hours on the project, she would feel sad and anxious. She found that she needed to do this work for more limited amounts of time, earlier in the day, well before picking her children up from school. She let the project leader know that she was going to be dividing up her time this way so that they would understand why she would not be working on the child suicide project in the afternoons.

– Consider spacing out the trauma-related work rather than massing it into a few days.
– Consider building in self-care breaks into your daily work schedule or developing a detailed self-care plan.
– Consider debriefing with a coworker or supervisor after extended periods of time working on this subject matter.

• Discuss expectations on your workflow or timeline with your supervisor, especially if your supervisor seems to be unreasonable. Consider talking to the supervisor about the impact of the work on your mood.
• Seek social support (e.g., interact with coworkers, friends, or family).
• Maintain solid work-home boundaries, trying to protect your personal time.
• If the work involves travel, try to plan the trip to allow for adequate down time for sleep and self-care activities.
• If you need additional support, consider seeking professional help.
Example: A researcher was working on a project that involved exposure to social media content, including video, audio, and text of the effects of chemical weapons employment on victims in Syria. She found the depictions of violence very disturbing and took steps to exert control over her exposure. For example, she separated exposure to audio from video, as she found them more upsetting together, especially for native speakers (and she limited exposure to what was absolutely required). She also previewed imagery in videos and turned off autoplay so she could prepare for, or work around, images to the extent possible before exposure.

What Supervisors Can Do to Support Their Research Teams

A resource developed for clinical supervisors contains some ideas for supervisor competencies, including the following which may be relevant a research supervisor role.

• Recognize the signs of secondary traumatic stress.

• Address observed signs in a supportive manner (normalizing responses, rather than demeaning them).

• Delineate support options available from the organization and other resources.

In discussions with project teams based on their experiences with this type of work, and building on the ideas above, we suggest the following for supervisors:

• Be sure to explain the work and its traumatic content when selecting and onboarding new project team members. Some staff members may self-select out of the project if they do not want this kind of exposure at work. At the same time, do not make assumptions about whether staff will want to do certain types of work. Lay it out clearly, and let them make their own decision.
• Understand that different people have different sensitivities. One person might not react at all to a certain kind of trauma, whereas another person might find it very difficult. Do not assume that something that does not bother you will not bother other people.

Regularly acknowledge that the work can be stressful; check in with staff often.

• Consider workflow and pace, and ensure the staff members have some control over these in relation to the traumatic content so they can modulate their exposures.
• If the work involves travel, encourage a travel schedule that allows for adequate time for sleep, exercise, and other self-care activities.
• Consider periodic voluntary formal and informal check-ins with staff that might include:
  – allowing expression of stress related to work content
  – providing a nonjudgmental, nonhierarchical, no-consequences atmosphere

**Example:** Survey researchers develop project-specific plans when hiring and training field staff on projects involving difficult populations or upsetting topics. They begin with training modules that try to prepare staff for the types of things they might see or hear on the project. During the field work, they try to balance the workload across staff so no one person is overburdened by the more difficult content. Most projects bring together the field staff for regular weekly or biweekly meetings, where part of the agenda is to share stories and experiences from the field, encouraging staff to talk to one another and to their supervisor. Key elements are orienting staff to the idea that things they might see and hear can be very upsetting, having open discussion of self-care, and clearly conveying the message that there will be no penalties if they need a break from a certain project or site.
– allowing for peer-to-peer support (with or without you present)
– discussing researcher self-care plans
– possibly scheduling occasional informal get togethers to offer opportunities for nonwork-related support and social time.

Resources

Two excellent resources explain the material in this appendix in clear and accessible language. These may be appropriate for use in onboarding staff members to a project that will include exposure to traumatic content.

An article from Amnesty International describes how secondary trauma can affect activists and reporters.¹ The article has a more general and less mental-health focus and therefore might be more accessible for some.

The National Child Traumatic Stress Network has developed a landing page and resources related to secondary traumatic stress.² Resources include a general introduction, several fact sheets for different types of professionals and contexts, a few webinars on the impact on professionals, and a “taking care of yourself” fact sheet. Many of these are more oriented toward clinicians (but still contain some useful material), but some are more general.

Background

Big data is the umbrella term for changes in the modern data environment that challenge traditional analytic approaches and present new opportunities for data-driven operations. The 5V definition of big data outlines five characteristics of big data:

- **Volume**: Data are no longer scarce. The challenge is sorting through a wealth of data to derive high-value information, rather than collecting useful data.
- **Velocity**: Data are generated in real time and can change quickly. The challenge is analyzing data quickly enough to be relevant and determining how best to chunk a continuous stream of data for analysis.
- **Variety**: Data consist of any combination of textual, visual, and audio data varied combinations from varied sources. The challenge is developing a common representation of data, not collecting data designed to fit the format of a tabular data set.
- **Value**: Data may not have been intended to be data and may require significant processing to extract high-value information.

---

from them. The challenge is recognizing the information that can be extracted and building refinement processes to extract it.

- **Veracity:** Data may include portions that are incomplete, inaccurate, or even intended to deceive. The challenge is building methods that are robust to imperfections and able to assemble accurate information from contradictory pieces.

Social media is a promising application of the big-data paradigm. Smartphones have placed sophisticated sensing devices in pockets around the world (volume, variety), and social media platforms provide people with the capability to broadcast thoughts and experiences in real time (volume, velocity). Social media is not purpose-built to provide information for data analysis, but information can be extracted from it with proper refining and vetting processes (value, veracity).

This appendix overviews patterns in how researchers have applied social media—analysis techniques to the task of detecting, verifying, and gathering information on emerging events.

### How We Built the Appendix

To develop this appendix, we queried Web of Knowledge and Google Scholar for relevant articles, using four rounds of queries. First, we combined the search phrase “social media” with such search phrases as “developing event,” “emerging event,” “event detection,” or “security OR defense.” Second, we conducted a second round of queries for highly cited articles using the search phrase “social media” and then manually scanned through them to determine if our first round of search generally caught the articles likely relevant to our study. Third, we queried RAND’s report database using the search phrase “social media” and manually scanned through the results to find pieces consistent with the documents found during the first two rounds.

---

Fourth, we conducted ad hoc queries while drafting the text to confirm specific statements.

Our literature review suggests at least five topic areas in which emerging event detection, vetting, and intelligence has become a focus of study: (1) marketing, (2) public health, (3) disaster intelligence, (4) public order and political influence, and (5) misinformation spread.

Use of Social Media Emerging Event Analysis Across Five Topic Areas

This section discusses the use of social media–emerging event analysis across five topic areas. First, marketing practitioners strive to channel social media activity in ways that promote brands and link online activity of desired offline outcomes. Second, public health practitioners strive to educate the public and detect emerging health issues so remedial action may be taken. Third, disaster recovery practitioners strive to establish situational awareness under circumstances where traditional information flow has been disrupted. Fourth, public order and political influence practitioners strive to gain situational awareness on emerging public safety incidents and social media activities that may lead to public safety incidents. They may also seek to either influence populations or prevent influence. Finally, misinformation researchers strive to understand the spread of misinformation and its consequences for polarization.

Marketing

The marketing industry routinely uses social media as part of standard operating practices. Social media has become a crucial channel for word-of-mouth advertising, and review websites have become a focal

---

point for product-experience monitoring. New fields of marketing have developed to reach consumers through search engines, viral advertising content that consumers will spontaneously distribute to one another, and social media to provide low-latency market intelligence.

Marketing has perhaps gone the furthest in matching online behavior to offline behaviors, developing techniques to link social media data to customer profitability, recruitment, and other marketing outcomes.

**Public Health**

In addition to documenting the direct impacts of social media on mental health, health care providers have explored how social media analysis can fit into a public health strategy. Recognizing that patients often turn to the internet for health information, a significant body of research has explored how to use social media for public health

---


7 Wenger et al., 2019.

education and efforts to counter misinformation. Researchers have also experimented with social methods for detecting emerging infectious disease and medical product safety concerns. However, this is a difficult task because consumers generally do not have the technical training to conceptualize their experiences in ways that will yield useful public health data.

Disaster Intelligence
During disasters, routine channels of information flow are often disrupted, and ground conditions change rapidly. The flexibility, decentralization, and mobility of social media show promise under such conditions, potentially providing a robust option for regaining...


situation awareness.\textsuperscript{11} Most directly, social media can provide an auxiliary communication pathway to call for help,\textsuperscript{12} especially when traditional response communication infrastructure is disrupted.\textsuperscript{13} Researchers have also explored approaches for using social media to gain rapid awareness of infrastructure failures and map disruption to daily life,\textsuperscript{14} which may provide information faster than traditional in-person professional assessment. Ground truth can be difficult to establish during disasters. Some work has built credibility-assessment methods to address this limitation of disaster social methods.\textsuperscript{15} Other methods work in tandem with remote sensing, finding priority locations where limited satellite, drone, and lidar resources can be most effectively used.\textsuperscript{16}

\textbf{Public Order and Political Influence}

Social media has become an important front in both the incitement and prevention of hate crime specifically,\textsuperscript{17} as well as in predictive


\textsuperscript{14} Fan and Mostafavi, 2019; Marcelo Mendoza, Bárbara Poblete, and Ignacio Valderrama, “Nowcasting Earthquake Damages with Twitter,” \textit{EPJ Data Science}, Vol. 8, No. 3, 2019, p. 3.

\textsuperscript{15} Jingchao Yang et al., 2019.


\textsuperscript{17} Matthew L. Williams and Pete Burnap, “Cyberhate on Social Media in the Aftermath of Woolwich: A Case Study in Computational Criminology and Big Data,” \textit{British Journal of Criminology}, Vol. 56, No. 2, March 2016; Matthew L. Williams, Pete Burnap, Amir Javed, Han Liu, and Sefa Ozalp, “Hate in the Machine: Anti-Black and Anti-Muslim Social Media
policing more generally.\textsuperscript{18} Public security practitioners have also begun building systems that use social media to scan for emerging public order events,\textsuperscript{19} and they have been used to direct staff toward the security camera feeds most likely to provide visibility on that event.\textsuperscript{20} Such systems may also strive to aggregate social media and/or news media to provide more complete situational awareness.\textsuperscript{21} Going beyond reactive social media postures, some state actors have built sophisticated apparatuses for influencing social media to achieve desired real-world outcomes, such as encouraging pro-government views, suppressing


\textsuperscript{19} Chao Zhang, Guangyu Zhou, Quan Yuan, Honglei Zhuang, Yu Zheng, Lance Kaplan, Shaowen Wang, and Jiawei Han, “Geoburst: Real-Time Local Event Detection in Geo-Tagged Tweet Streams,” in \textit{SIGIR ’16: Proceedings of the 39th International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and Development in Information Retrieval}, July 2016.


dissent, or encouraging negative sentiment toward adversaries.\textsuperscript{22} Worldwide, these cyberpropaganda activities are most often deployed in a domestic context. However, some states deploy these techniques against populations in other countries, striving to weaken rival states, improve standing in foreign relations, or support physical warfare activities.\textsuperscript{23} In turn, this has generated a body of research on countering influence campaigns,\textsuperscript{24} especially in terms of detecting, understanding, and fighting automated bot tactics.\textsuperscript{25}

**Diffusion of Misinformation**

As just discussed, social media’s impact on public knowledge and worldview is a concern across multiple use cases. This concern has produced a body of scholarship focused on the information dynamics of misinformation. Some work focuses on how the behavioral dynamics of social media encourage misinformation, such as the role

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{24} Elizabeth Bodine-Baron, Todd C. Helmus, Andrew Radin, and Elina Treyger, *Countering Russian Social Media Influence*, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-2740-RC, 2018; Helmus et al., 2018; Marcellino et al., 2020.
\end{itemize}
of confirmation bias and tendency of like-minded people to form social cliques.\(^{26}\) Other work tracks the characteristics and life cycles of rumors,\(^{27}\) often focusing on strategies for measuring authenticity and credibility.\(^{28}\)

Common Approaches

Across different topic areas, researchers typically apply some combination of different data-analysis techniques. This section discusses six techniques that appear in various combinations in the pieces cited earlier in this report:\(^{29}\) (1) place-name surge detection,


\(^{29}\) In addition to works cited in the previous section, methodology focused pieces informing this section include the following: Choi and Park, 2019; Mahmud Hasan, Mehmet A. Orgun, and Rolf Schwitter, “Real-Time Event Detection from the Twitter Data Stream Using the
(2) activity keyword surge detection, (3) machine learning from labeled training sets, (4) machine learning from affinity clustering, (5) social verification, and (6) blended computer-human systems. These techniques are often used in tandem, creating a diverse array of technical approaches. Place-name surge detection techniques search for abrupt increases in the use of proper names for a specific geographic location. Activity surge detection techniques search for abrupt increases in the use of words that describe a specific kind of event. Deductive machine-learning techniques provide an algorithm with human-categorized examples of an event and then has the algorithm search for new events that it sees as similar to the examples of a specific category of events. Inductive machine-learning techniques infer categories by clustering posts according to their similarities and then determine the noteworthiness of emerging events based on how the new events fit within the categorization system. Social-verification techniques use interactions between users to determine the post credibility. Blended computer-human intelligence techniques apply computational filtering to find a manageable subset of posts that call for manual examination.

**Place-Name Surge Detection**

Place-name surge detection scans for sudden increases in words that denote specific geographic locations. Although most social media are not directly geotagged, it is common for people to mention a location when discussing an emerging event. When a particular place name begins appearing in posts at statistically elevated levels, there is a good chance that something noteworthy is happening at that location. This approach works best for place names that are uncommon. For example,
this approach would have difficulty distinguishing between the many cities called Springfield that can be found in Australia, Canada, the UK, the United States, and elsewhere.

**Activity Keyword Surge Detection**
This scans for sudden increases in words that denote specific kinds of events. It works best if words that describe the event are those that the average social media user would employ and do not have other, more common meanings. Medical terminology is an example of good event descriptors that are not common vocabulary. Charge (electrical or price?), novel (new or a book?), and patient (personal description or person seeking medical care?) are all examples of keywords with multiple common meanings.

**Deductive Machine Learning from Labeled Training Set**
This exposes a machine-learning model to many examples of posts, relying on human judgment to pre-classify the posts as either having or not having a desired attribute. From these examples, the model learns decision rules for using the features of new posts to guess how they would have been classified. In a sense, this approach is an evolution of the place name and activity keyword scanning techniques just described, except that the algorithm decides which keywords are valuable indicators. This method works best when many examples of pre-classified posts are available and when the machine-learning model is unlikely to start encountering features in new posts that it has never seen before. For example, a social media machine-learning model trained to scan for sports content during football season may have some difficulty correctly classifying posts during the March Madness college basketball playoffs.

**Inductive Machine Learning from Cluster Analysis**
This technique exposes a machine-learning model to many posts plus strategies for measuring affinity between them. From affinity between posts, the model identifies clusters of posts that all have strong affinity for each other and builds decision rules for classifying posts in a way that corresponds to the clusters observed. Because labeling is inductive,
this machine-learning approach is particularly capable of coping with novelty. New labels can be generated as new affinity clusters appear, and posts with unusual combinations of features can be flagged for manual examination. Such unusual posts may indicate emerging events or other noteworthy changes in the social media environment. However, because algorithms generate the classification scheme, it can sometimes be difficult to interpret the classifications produced.

**Social Verification**

This technique examines the way other users interact with a post or an author to infer if a post is credible. This technique typically blends some combination of user- and post-based verification. User-based verification examines the other users with whom a user associates and scores the author as dubious if their associates are dubious. Signs of dubious associates often focus on indicators of bot accounts, such as inhuman posting volume, post timing that is inconsistent with stated location, bulk account creation, mass repeating, and abnormal emotive patterns. The exact best indicators vary over time as tactics evolve in the arms race between bot-creating trolls and the platform administrators that fight them. User-based verification works best when the anti-troll detection strategies are ahead of the troll tactics in use.

Post-based verification examines how other users react to a post. Signs of dubious posts include replies expressing incredulity or disagreement. They can also include signs that a post is generating an abnormal number of strong reactions but few affirming behaviors (such as reposting). This technique works best when the typical range of reactions to the posts are not too emotionally nuanced, because algorithmic measurement of emotion remains a difficult problem.

**Blended Computer-Human Systems**

This technique deploys algorithmic techniques to narrow down a large number of posts and then applies human intelligence to assessing the remainder. This technique strives to blend the relative strengths of machine and human intelligence. Machine intelligence excels at understanding statistical patterns and applying simple analysis rules quickly to a large body of data. Human intelligence excels at
understanding behavioral patterns and conducting deep analysis of a small body of data.\textsuperscript{30} This technique is viable when algorithmic methods can narrow down the data pool to a subset that available analyst resources can then process. It is cost-effective when the analysis of the remaining data pool is easy for human intelligence but difficult for machine intelligence.

\textsuperscript{30} More formally, human intelligence excels at put-yourself-in-their-shoes empathetic behavioral modeling, including both “in that situation, I’d feel . . .” complex emotional processing and recursive “I think that you think that I think” reasoning.
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Policymakers across the federal government have begun to recognize the potential of social media as a source of information and have commissioned studies to explore how social media can improve disaster situational awareness, influence public opinion, augment traditional data sources, and counter disinformation. In this project, RAND Corporation researchers developed an approach for analyzing social media data to derive insights about chemical incidents and conducted a proof of concept of that approach by applying it to the case of chemical weapons employment in Syria between 2017 and 2018.

They identified a four-step process: (1) Identify operationally relevant factors and examine known events to find incident indicators, (2) develop a feed of social media data, (3) conduct automated daily scans for elevated keyword use in Twitter data, and (4) analyze posts to verify detection and extract information. The procedure showed promise. Based on the analysis, it is recommended that the Defense Threat Reduction Agency initiate three activities to further the development of this procedure.